**INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS—COMMANDER ALARM IN FE OR VALVE/HOSE CABINET**

1. Remove alarm cover.
2. Insert 9 volt battery into the alarm. A foam pad provided to secure the battery.
3. Test alarm with black on/off plug removed from hole on the top of the alarm, while depressing white plunger switch. When plunger is released, alarm will sound.
4. If alarm operates, insert on/off plug into the hole in top of alarm to deactivate during installation.
5. **Recessed Cabinets**: Place alarm inside side wall of cabinet on hinge side so that the white plunger will be slightly depressed by the door if closed FIG A, and at least 3 inches from the top of the cabinet. Mark position on the cabinet wall with pencil and for pilot holes in (2) locations. Drill pilot holes, and mount alarm through holes provided with screws through side wall of the recessed tub, or with double-sided tape.
6. **Surface-Mounted Cabinets**: A bracket is provided that correctly positions the alarm in the cabinet. Mount the alarm to the bracket through holes provided in the back of the alarm. Align bracket so that alarm is at least 3 inches from the top of the cabinet on the hinge side, marking for pilot holes FIG B. Drill pilot holes, and mount to lip of door through screw holes in bracket.
7. Remove on/off plug, and open and close door to make sure alarm is correctly positioned to shut off when door is fully closed. (on/off plug can be stored on top of alarm)
8. Replace cover.
9. Replace battery yearly or as needed.
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**FIG A**

Positioning Alarm So That Plunger Switch Contacts Door When Closed

**FIG B**

Surface-Mounted Cabinets are Provided with a Bracket that Alarm Will be Mounted to.

Mark Hole Location to Mount Bracket
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**On/off Plug in “On” position**

**On/off Plug in “Off” position**
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